
The affordable All-In-One IT Solution tailored to deliver the essential  
products and services your business needs to thrive 

The latest SD-WAN 

technology keeps you 

connected

SASE security 

integration keeps you 

protected

Flexible solution 

with modular 

components

Fully managed 

and supported 24 

x 7  for you

Monthly PAYG or 

supplied As-A-

Service

OMNIA is the comprehensive, all-in-one platform 

designed to provide businesses of all sizes with 

lightning-fast, secure, and scalable network solutions. 

Our modular approach ensures that you get the perfect 

fit for your unique requirements and budget, whether 

you need the complete OMNIA suite or seamlessly 

integrated individual components. With OMNIA, you'll 

not only meet but exceed the demands of your digital 

operations, both now and in the future, thanks to our 

industry unique re-tech promise.

Delivering real business benefits from day 1

Unrivalled Excellence in Network, Security, and Data Solutions

• Most advanced solution in its class, using best-in-breed technology vendors

• Trusted ecosystem tech partners: Check Point, Console Connect & Thales

• Multi-layered cyber protection with SASE frameworks, ZTNA & L4 Encryption

• Expert support team to manage OMNIA and upskill your in-house staff

• Fully managed for you or co-managed with you  - we are with you every step

Budget-Friendly Flexibility and Scalability with OMNIA

• No minimum term commitment option and flexible scaling 

• Affordable for businesses of all sizes, even with the latest technologies

• Cost-effective 1Gbps licence for efficient bandwidth utilisation

• Streamlined IT operations, reducing time, costs, and complexity

• Eco-friendly and efficient one-box solution with seamless deployment

With OMNIA, you get 
world-class technology, 
robust security, and 
expert guidance – all at 
an unbeatable price 
point.

OMNIA offers unparalleled 

flexibility and scalability, 

tailored to your business 

needs and budget, while 

simplifying IT management 

and reducing environmental 

impact.

Safeguard your data, protect your teams, and defend 

your business against ever-evolving cyber threats, 

while simultaneously driving productivity, efficiency, 

and competitive edge. OMNIA's cutting-edge 

technologies, including SD-WAN, SASE, Zero Trust 

Remote Access, and XDR, work in harmony to provide 

unparalleled performance, security, and flexibility. Our 

expert team is dedicated to supporting your success 

every step of the way, from initial consultation and 

implementation to ongoing management and support.

AgileAffordableAdvanced * *



What will your  look like?

Professional services Connection modules Protection Modules

At SDWAN Solutions we understand that every business has unique needs and priorities when it comes to their 

network infrastructure. That's why we've designed OMNIA as a flexible, modular solution that can be tailored to 

suit your specific requirements. Whether you're looking to start with our high-performance Atomius SD-WAN and 

add security and Data Assurance components later or implement the fullest suite of OMNIA modules from the 

outset, we're here to guide and support you every step of the way.

Select your  required  modules & services

Hardware device

• One device to run network, security & L4 encryption 

• Acts as a WI-FI Access Point.

• Has a built-in SIM slot for 4G failover.

• Saves capital investment, slashes device management 

charges and reduces power consumption and costs

Professional Services

• RFI / RFP process management

• Research and Development Laboratory Services

• Proof of Concept and Pilot Programmes

• Solution design and implementation

• SD-WAN and SASE Consultation services

• Training on specific vendor technologies

• Project Management

• Solution Recovery of existing projects

• Orchestrator-as-a-Service

• Deployment-as-a-Service in 190 countries

• Engineer-as-a-Service in 190 countries

• Market comparison to assist your decision



Fastest per packet failover ensures you stay connected

• No more SD-WAN license tiers – every site has up to 

1Gbps SD-WAN capacity for the same price that most 

SD-WAN vendors offer their 20mbps or 50mbps licenses

• You can move licenses between different sites and can 

add or remove sites without penalty

• Mix and match 3 different services – LITE, BIZ, and PRO 

to suit businesses of all sizes

SD-WAN software

Connect to every Cloud provider seamlessly

• SDWAN CLOUD becomes a site on your existing network 

& acts as a gateway to every IAAS and SAAS provider 

instance

• Connection to over 900 data centres internationally.

• Consumption-based billing model – monthly commit or 

PAYU model.

• Spin up or spin down connections in minutes.

Multi-Cloud Access

Connectivity

Resilient connections to anywhere on the planet

• Ethernet

• MPLS

• 4G / 5G / LTE

• Dedicated Internet Access

• Broadband

• FTTC / FTTH / FTTP

• LEO Satellite (including Starlink)

Secure IoT connection

• 96% of IoT devices are un-secured – are yours?

• Securely connect your IOT devices to your network

• Connect back to any location bypassing the public 

Internet

• Reduce the threat of cyber-attacks on IOT devices

• Use OMNIA IOT to build a secure payment network for 

POS units

Security frameworks from proven top security vendors

• ZTNA – Zero Trust Network Access

• SWG – Secure Web Gateway

• Firewall-As-A-Service

• CASB – Cloud Access Security Broker

• Endpoint protection
Cyber Security

Make your data worthless and protect your reputation

• Layers 2,3 and 4 data assurance encryption

• Operates independently of applications & the network

• Enables data assurance, including when data is in motion

• Protects against double extortion ransomware

• Protects data North to South (WAN) &  East to West (LAN)

• Your data becomes worthless if compromisedL4 Data encryption



• SASE REMOTE is deviceless – the form factor is a 

downloadable client which sits directly on staff laptops

• SASE REMOTE uses multiple connections 

simultaneously (Wi-Fi, 4G, broadband) with sub-second 

failover

• True ZTNA secure access with no VPN concentrator to 

manage or purchase

• End-to-end secure solution protects users, your data and 

your network when your staff are working outside of the 

office – with full compliance logging

ZTRA Remote Access

Extended Detection 

and Response

• Integrates data from OMNIA SASE as well as Atomius 

• SD-WAN devices

• Easily extended to include endpoints, networks, cloud 

environments, and LAN devices

• Ensures proactive risk management and mitigation 

across your entire digital landscape

• Enhance your cybersecurity defences with predictive 

intelligence.

Discover the Power of OMNIA for yourself

One of the key advantages of our Atomius SD-WAN is its unbeatable value for money. With a single licence 

tier covering up to 1Gbps throughput, you are not restricted to 20mbps or 50mbps bandwidth as you are with 

many other SD-WAN vendors’ licences sold at higher price points. Atomius is also up to 10 times more cost-

effective than other solutions at 1Gbps throughput level and outperforms most in speed and functionality.

We believe in transparency and putting you in control of your IT journey. That's why we invite you to request 

a quote via the form on our OMNIA webpage. Our knowledgeable team will typically respond within 24 hours 

with a budgetary figure, giving you a clear picture of the investment required. We don't believe in pushy sales 

tactics – instead, we focus on building long-term relationships based on trust, expertise, and delivering 

genuine value to your business.

With OMNIA, you can rest assured that you're getting a best-in-class solution that is tailored to your needs, 

backed by a team of experts who are committed to your success. So why not take the first step today and 

request a quote? We're confident that once you experience the power and flexibility of OMNIA, you'll wonder 

how you ever managed without it.

www.sdwan-solutions.global/omnia

LONDON     ¦     BRUSSELS     ¦     JOHANNESBURG     ¦     SINGAPORE© SDWAN SOLUTIONS GLOBAL

omnia@sdwan-solutions.global
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